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OBJECTIVE
The project integrates 4 well established
European clusters specialising in the
complementary areas of energy and
water, with the aim to build a powerful
network to encourage collaborations
between
African
and
European
companies.

MAIN ACTIVITIES
Develop and implement a joint internationalisation
strategy plan

TARGETS
125

European
catalogued

and

African

players

Organise online activities: country days, capacity
building webinars and workshops
Organise trade missions to Morocco, Senegal and
Tunisia
Organise B2B in Europe during well-established
events

Establish international partnerships

15

Cooperation agreements with African
partners

240

B2B Matchmaking sessions in Africa
and Europe

This brochure is part of the AEWEN project (Grant Agreement 101035935), which has received funding from the
European Union’s COSME Programme

4 European Clusters
Tenerrdis is a French energy cluster based in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes,
the largest industrial region in France. It is a gateway into a dynamic
innovation ecosystem with over 240 members spanning industrials,
small and medium enterprises, research and technology organisations
and public bodies. Tenerrdis covers the entire energy value chain.
Cluster TWEED* is a Belgian cluster organisation bringing together
more than one hundred companies working on sustainable
solutions in the energy, environment and water sector. Our goal is
to strengthen exchanges and foster collaboration between our
members in order to boost business opportunities and consolidate
win-win partnerships.
*TWEED : Technology Wallonia Energy Environment and sustainable Development

Environment Park is a Technology Park based in Torino (Italy) that has
been active for over 20 years in environmental innovation and
sustainability. It manages the CLEVER cluster (Cleantech&Energy
innoVation clustER), the regional innovation cluster that operates in
the Energy and Clean Technologies field.
The cluster aims to support its members in their ecological transition,
through the supply of services, technical and methodological support
and open labs.
The CATALAN WATER PARTNERSHIP (CWP) is the Catalan Cluster of the
sustainable use of water, located in the North East of Spain. The
CWP promotes projects and multilevel collaborations, for developing
innovative & sustainable solutions to the global water needs, in any
part of the world.

3 African countries
Morocco

www.aewenproject.eu

Senegal

AEWEN

Tunisia

@AewenProject

Find us on the European Cluster Collaboration Platform!
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